Volunteering for WAGGGS

Sustainable Leadership
A skilled, inspirational new generation of leaders committed to the future of the GG/GS Movement.

Volunteer Administration
Nimble, state-of-the-art administrative processes for the recruitment, training, guidance, support and exit of volunteers.

Diversity & Accessibility
A vibrant, diverse volunteer pool that reflects membership of WAGGGS; a caring, equitable organisation that actively supports diversity.

Risk Management
A safe, compliant work environment that keeps volunteers, staff, Members and the organisation safe from harm.

Continuous Learning
A competent volunteer pool with depth and breadth of technical expertise and leadership capability.

Working Together
Strong, collaborative working relationships that bring efficiencies and happiness to the workplace.

Valuing Volunteers
All volunteers feel appreciated and grow from their experience; WAGGGS is an organisation of choice for volunteers.

Living WAGGGS' Values

Volunteering for WAGGGS

WAGGGS' commitment to engaging volunteers as an integral part of its ways of work is captured in its Vision for Volunteerism.

Measuring success:
Does WAGGGS meet the standards of volunteer management?
Does WAGGGS provide a positive volunteer experience?

The volunteers and staff who serve WAGGGS support Member Organisations to empower girls and young women to develop their fullest potential as responsible citizens of the world.

Together they provide Member Organisations with tools, connections and the global voice they need to keep their organisations thriving, united and growing.
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